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Kuwaiti academic wins feminist research award

Dr. Haneen Al-Ghabra (left) receives an award on feminism studies from the US National Communication Association.

Ambassador confirms Spain’s role in canceling visa

Kuwait’s Ambassador to Spain Ayadah Al-Saidi reiterated the importance of the role of the Spanish Parliament in supporting Kuwait’s role in canceling the Schengen visa for Kuwaiti citizens in the European Parliament. The Kuwaiti envoy to Spain said in a press statement that the cancellation during a meeting between Ambassador Al-Saidi and Spanish Senate Speaker Pío García-Escudero in Madrid last evening. It added that the two parties stressed the need to continue mutual visits between the parliamentary committees of both countries. The two sides also stressed the importance of strengthening the bonds of parliamentary relations and continuing to exchange support in the international parliamentary forums, fearing at the same time the distinguished bilateral relations. — KUNA

New Iranian envoy submits credentials

Kuwaiti Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Sabah Al-Khaled Al-Sabah yesterday received a copy of the credentials of the new Iranian ambassador to Kuwait Mohammad Irani during a meeting held at his office at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. During the meeting, Sheikh Sabah expressed his best wishes to the new ambassador and his success, highlighting the importance of the role of the IMP in strengthening the Kuwaiti-Iranian relations and developing all bilateral relations. — KUNA